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In this paper foundations are presented to a new systematic approach to analysis
and geometry for an important class of infinite dimensional manifolds, namely,
configuration spaces. More precisely, a differential geometry is introduced on the
configuration space 1X over a Riemannian manifold X. This geometry is ‘‘non-flat’’
even if X=Rd. It is obtained as a natural lifting of the Riemannian structure on X.
In particular, a corresponding gradient {1, divergence div1, and LaplaceBeltrami
operator H1=&div1 {1 are constructed. The associated volume elements, i.e., all
measures + on 1X w.r.t. which {1 and div1 become dual operators on L2(1X ; +),
are identified as exactly the mixed Poisson measures with mean measure equal to
a multiple of the volume element dx on X. In particular, all these measures obey
an integration by parts formula w.r.t. vector fields on 1X . The corresponding Dirichlet
forms E1+ on L
2(1X ; +) are, therefore, defined. Each is shown to be associated with
a diffusion process which is thus the Brownian motion on 1X and which is sub-
sequently identified as the usual independent infinite particle process on X. The
associated heat semigroup (T 1+(t)) t>0 is calculated explicitly. It is also proved that
the diffusion process, when started with +, is time-ergodic (or equivalently E1+ is
irreducible or equivalently (T 1+(t))t>0 is ergodic) if and only if + is Poisson measure
?z dx with intensity z dx for some z0. Furthermore, it is shown that the Laplace
Beltrami operator H 1=&div1 {1 on L2(1X ; ?z dx) is unitary equivalent to the
second quantization of the Laplacian &2X on X on the corresponding Fock space
n0 L2(X; z dx) 
 n. As another direct consequence of our results we obtain a
representation of the Lie-algebra of compactly supported vector fields on X on
Poisson space. Finally, generalizations to the case where dx is replaced by an absolutely
continuous measure and also to interacting particle systems on X are described, in
particular, the case where the mixed Poisson measures + are replaced by Gibbs
measures of Ruelle-type on 1X .  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we introduce a natural (infinite dimensional) differential
geometry on the configuration space 1X over a Riemannian manifold X,
i.e., on
1X :=[#/X | # & K is a finite set for every compact K/X].
This geometry is constructed via a ‘‘lifting procedure’’ and is completely
determined by the Riemannian structure on X (cf. Subsection 3.4). In
particular, we obtain a corresponding gradient {1, divergence div1, and
Laplace operator 21=div1 {1. For details we refer to the main body of
the paper (whose structure will be summarized below). We only mention
here that the ‘‘tangent bundle’’ T1X of 1X is given as follows:
T#1X :=L2(X  TX; #), # # 1X ,
i.e., the space of sections in the tangent bundle TX of X which are square-
integrable with respect to #. We note that here as usual # # 1X is identified
with the positive Radon measure x # # =x on X (where =x :=Dirac measure
in x). Since each T# 1X is thus a Hilbert space (endowed with the corre-
sponding L2-inner product ( , ) T#1X coming from the measure #), 1X
obtains a Riemannian-type structure which is non-trivial (i.e., varies with #)
even when X is equal to Euclidean space Rd.
There is an enormous literature on analysis and geometry on infinite
dimensional spaces. In most cases the starting point was to replace X by a
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Hilbert (or Banach) space (resp. manifold). But at some point the analysis
became extremely difficult because of lacking a good notion of ‘‘volume
element,’’ since as is well-known, there is no Lebesgue measure on infinite
dimensional linear spaces. This is entirely different if one analyses the natural
geometry of 1X . It turns out that one can identify the corresponding ‘‘volume
elements’’ as classical objects (more precisely, well-known measures). This
is the first main result of this paper, which also makes the above mentioned
lifted differential geometry particularly interesting.
To describe this result more precisely, let us recall that (as is well-known,
cf. e.g. [Ch]) the volume element m on X is the (up to constant multiples)
unique positive Radon measure + on X such that the gradient {X and
divergence divX on X become dual operators on L2(X; +) (w.r.t. ( , ) TX).
In Subsection 3.3 we prove that the probability measures + on 1X , for
which {1 and div1 (cf. above) become dual operators on L2(1X ; +) (w.r.t.
( , ) T1X ), are exactly the mixed Poisson measures
+*, m :=|
R+
?s } m *(ds) (1.1)
where * is a probability measure on R+ (with finite first moment) and ?s } m
is the Poisson measure on 1X with intensity s } m, s0, i.e., the unique
measure on 1X whose Laplace transform is given by
|
1X
e(., #)?s } m(d#)=exp \s |X (e.&1) dm+
for all . # C0(X ) (:=all continuous functions on X with compact support).
Here we set
(., #) :=|
X
. d#= :
x # #
.(x).
Thus the mixed Poisson measures are exactly the ‘‘volume elements’’
corresponding to our differential geometry on 1X .
We should mention that the ‘‘test’’ functions FC b (D, 1X) (resp. ‘‘test’’
vector fields V ) we consider as domains for our gradient {1 (resp. div1)
above, are of cylinder type, i.e., F # FC b (D, 1X) if and only if
# [ F(#)= gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) )
for some N # N, .1 , ..., .N # D :=C 0 (X ), gF # C

b (R
N) (and V corre-
spondingly, cf. (3.18)). Hence so far the analysis on 1X is basically finite
dimensional. However, having identified the right volume elements +*, m (cf.
(1.1)) we can now do generic infinite dimensional analysis by introducing
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the first order Sobolev space H 1, 20 (1X ; +*, m) by closing the corresponding
Dirichlet form
E1+*, _(F, G)=|1X ({
1F, {1G) T1X d+*, m , F, G # FC

b (D, 1X),
on L2(1X ; +*, m), i.e., a function F # H 1, 20 (1X , +*, m) is together with its gradient
{1F obtained as a limit in L2(1X ; +*, m) of a sequence Fn # FC b (D, 1X)
resp. {1Fn , n # N. Thus such F really depends on infinitely many points in
X (cf. Subsections 4.1, 4.2). The corresponding Friedrichs’ extensions of
&21 are denoted by H 1+*, m . They are positive definite self-adjoint operators
on L2(1X ; +*, m). The heat semigroups (exp(&tH 1+*, m))t0 generated by
them can be calculated explicitly, as is done in Subsection 4.3, where we
also study the ergodicity of these semigroups, i.e., the question whether
exp(&tH 1+*, m) F  | F d+*, m as t  
in L2(1X ; +*, m) for all F # L2(1X ; +*, m). We prove that we have ergodicity
if and only if {1F=0 for F # H 1, 20 (1X ; +*, m) implies F=const +*, m-a.e.
which in turn is the case if and only if +*, m=?s } m for some s0, i.e., +*, m
is a (pure) Poisson measure.
Since on X there is a natural diffusion process intrinsically determined by
the geometry, namely Brownian motion on X, it is at hand to ask whether
the same is true for our geometry on 1X . This question is easily answered
using the standard theory of Dirichlet forms (cf. [MR]) and a recent result
in [Yo 96]. More precisely, in Section 6 we construct from E1+*, m (in
complete analogy to constructing Brownian motion on X ) a corresponding
diffusion process on 1X which is generated by (an extension of) &21, i.e.,
we obtain the Brownian motion on 1X . The ergodicity results mentioned
above translate directly into ergodicity properties of this diffusion w.r.t.
time-translations (cf. Subsection 6.3). But most importantly this Brownian
motion is identified as a classical object. It is just the independent infinite
particle process obtained by taking countably many independent Brownian
motions on X. The latter process has been known for more than 40 years
(cf. [D, Do 1]) and has been studied quite intensively (see e.g. [M-L, ST]).
But so far it was not realized that it is just Brownian motion on 1X w.r.t.
the natural geometry inherited from X. We emphasize however, that we
obtain this result easily as a by-product of our considerations. It was not
the main aim of this work.
What we have described so far can be summarized as the identification
of the intrinsic geometry of 1X . There is also another kind of geometry of
1X which is based on fixing a pure Poisson measure ?s } m (as reference
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measure) and considering the isometry between L2(1X ; ?s } m) and the
corresponding Fock space

n0
L2(X; s } m)} n,
where L2(X; s } m)} n denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product of
L2(X; s } m). This can be called the extrinsic geometry of 1X (equipped
with ?s } m). In Section 5 we clarify the exact relation of these two pictures.
Our main result is to prove that H 1?s } m is unitary equivalent (under the
above isometry) to the second quantization of &2X.
We would also like to draw the reader’s attention to Subsection 3.5. It is
well-known (see [VGG]) that there is a canonical unitary representation
on Poisson space, i.e., L2(1X ; ?s } m), of the group of diffeomorphisms
Diff0(X) on X which are equal to the identity outside a compact. On the
basis of our results described above, we provide a corresponding represen-
tation of the associated Lie algebra of compactly supported vector fields.
We also exhibit explicit formulas for the corresponding generators. This
Lie-algebra (‘‘algebra of currents’’) plays a significant role both in quantum
field theory and infinite dimensional representation theory.
We would like to mention at this point that though we assume the manifold
X to be non-compact, many of the results of this paper, in particular, the
ones in Subsection 3.5 also hold in the compact case. However, e.g. for proving
the ergodicity results in Subsection 4.3 it is crucial that X is non-compact.
The presentation of our results so far might give the impression that
finding the right geometry on 1X by the lifting procedure happened just by
coincidence. This was, however, not the case. In fact, we started with the
Poisson measure ?m and tried to understand ‘‘its geometry,’’ i.e., quasi-
invariance properties under flows, integration by parts, corresponding
divergence etc. and only afterwards we realized that this so found geometry
is in fact given independently of the Poisson measure ?m by a lifting
procedure. Therefore, we proceed in this paper as follows. We implement
three steps by which one usually can identify the ‘‘differential geometry of
a measure’’:
Step 1: Identification of flows on 1X under which ?m is quasi-invariant.
Step 2: Find the associated ‘‘vector fields’’ on 1X and the corresponding
directional derivatives (which simultaneously gives an integration by parts
formula for ?m). Here we thus obtain the pre-tangent bundle (T1X)% given
by (T#1X)% := all compactly supported vector fields on X, # # 1.
Step 3: Find an inner product ( , ) T#1X on (T#1X)% so that for all
functions in FC b (D, 1X) the directional derivatives come from a corre-
sponding gradient {1 (cf. Definition 3.3; here Riesz’s representation theorem
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must be used, so we have to complete (T#1X)% w.r.t. ( , )T#1X , i.e., get the
corresponding Hilbert space L2(X  TX; #)).
From then on the definition of div1 is straightforward. We refer to
Subsections 3.1, 3.2 for details. The lifting procedure is then explained in
Subsection 3.4.
Thus the contents of Sections 36 has been described. It remains to add
that Section 2 consists of necessary preliminaries and that all results above
have been proved in the more general case where m is replaced by a
positive Radon measure _, absolute continuous w.r.t. m under some weak
assumptions on the RadonNikodym derivative \=d_dm. We emphasize
at this point that the transition semigroup of the corresponding diffusion
process, which is called distorted Brownian motion, is not necessarily Feller.
Furthermore, as in the case m=_, it is not necessarily conservative, in
particular, _ is in general not an invariant measure of the process.
Finally, we would like to mention that this paper is the basis for many
future directions of research. First of all we would like to stress that most
of the results, in particular those in Subsection 3.3 on integration by parts
characterization, as well as the ergodicity results in Theorem 4.3 extend in
a natural way to the case where the mixed Poisson measures are replaced
by Gibbs measures of Ruelle type. Of course, the divergence changes
drastically. The corresponding results are contained in [AKR 4, 5] which
also motivated the present work. Furthermore, even for the Poisson case,
the ‘‘usual’’ perturbation theory of Dirichlet forms which yields new non-
symmetric, even non-sectorial or time-dependent Dirichlet forms, is applicable
to obtain entirely new interacting infinite particle processes on X (cf.
[R, Section 6] and [St]). Alternatively, in many cases the corresponding
processes can be obtained via stochastic differential equations on 1X
because the theory of such equations can now be carried out on the basis
of the geometric structure of 1X analyzed in this paper. Furthermore, we
can replace X by a manifold with boundary. In particular, the integration
by parts formula in [CP, Theorem 1.4] (see also the corresponding result
in [Pri]) can be interpreted as a special case of Theorem 3.1 below with
our manifold X being just [0, 1] (resp. [0, ) in [Pri]). The tangent bundle
and hence the gradient in [CP], [Pri] are, however, totally different from
ours, since the authors consider other test functions than FC b (D, 1X).
We can also replace X by a manifold which is infinite dimensional itself.
For example one can take X=loop space over a Riemannian manifold to
obtain diffusions which are interacting loop-valued processes (cf. [AKMR,
KLRRS] and also the concluding remarks in [AKR 1]).
All results of this paper have been announced in [AKR 1, 2] (see
also [R, Section 6] for the definition of {1). Apart from a series of
lectures at Bielefeld University in Summer 1996 they have also been
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presented at international conferences in Barcelona in June ’96, Ascona in
September ’96, Trento in January ’97, and Rome in February ’97.
2. MEASURES ON CONFIGURATION SPACES
In this section we describe some facts about probability measures on
configuration spaces which are necessary later on. Let us mention that such
measures are called states in the statistical physics of continuous systems.
In probability theory they are known as random point processes.
Let X be a connected, oriented C (non-compact) Riemannian manifold.
For each point x # X, the tangent space to X at x will be denoted by
Tx(X ); and the tangent bundle endowed with its natural differentiable
structure will be denoted T(X)=x # X Tx(X ). The Riemannian metric on
X associates to each x # X an inner product on Tx(X), which we denote by
( } , } )Tx . The associated norm will be denoted by | } |Tx . Let m denote the
volume element.
O(X) is defined as the family of all open subsets of X and B(X ) denotes
the corresponding Borel _-algebra. Oc(X ) and Bc(X ) denote the systems of
all elements in O(X ), B(X ) respectively, which have compact closures.
2.1. The Configuration Space over a Manifold
The configuration space 1X over the manifold X is defined as the set of
all locally finite subsets (configurations) in X:
1X=[#/X | |# & K|< for any compact K/X].
Here |A| denotes the cardinality of a set A. For 4/X we sometimes use
the shorthand #4 for # & 4 and define
14 :=[# # 1X | # & (X"4)=<].
The reader should watch, however, that if 4 is a sub-manifold not equal
to X there is an ambiguity in the notation (consider e.g. the case where 4
is relatively compact). As in the standard literature we shall, however,
never consider sub-manifolds of X and always understand 14 in the above
sense.
We can identify any # # 1X with the positive integer-valued Radon measure
:
x # #
=x # Mp(X )/M(X),
where x # < =x :=zero measure and M(X) (resp. Mp(X )) denotes the set of
all positive (resp. positive integer-valued) Radon measures on B(X ). The
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space 1X can be endowed with the relative topology as a subset of the
space M(X ) with the vague topology, i.e., the weakest topology on 1X such
that all maps
1X % # [ ( f, #) :=|
X
f (x) #(dx)= :
x # #
f (x) (2.1)
are continuous. Here f # C0(X ) ( :=the set of all continuous functions
on X with compact support). Let B(1X) denote the corresponding Borel
_-algebra.
In order to give another description of B(1X), for any 4 # Oc(X ) and
n # Z+=N _ [0] one defines
1 (n)4 :=[# # 14 | |#|=n], 1
(0)
4 :=[<].
Note that we have a bijection
4 nSn  1 (n)4 ,
where
4 n :=[(x1 , ..., xn) # 4n | xk {xj , k{ j]
and Sn is the permutation group over (1, ..., n). This bijection defines a
locally compact metrizable Hausdorff topology on 1 (n)4 . Let s
n
4 : 4
n  1 (n)4
be such that sn4 : (x1 , ..., xn) [ [x1 , ..., xn] # 1
(n)
4 .
It is obvious that
14= .

n=0
1 (n)4 .
This space is equipped with the usual topology of (disjoint) unions of
topological spaces and corresponding Borel _-algebra B(14).
For 41 , 42 # Oc(X ) with 41 /42 there are natural maps
p42 , 41 : 142 [ 141
defined by
p42, 41(#) :=#41 , # # 142 .
It can be shown (cf. [Sh]) that (1X , B(1X )) coincides with the projective
limit of the measurable spaces (14 , B(14)), 4 # Oc(X ), i.e., B(1X) is the
smallest _-algebra on 1X such that all restriction mappings
1X % # [ p4#=#4 # 14 , 4 # Oc(X ),
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are B(1X)B(14)-measurable. We have that
B(1X) & 14=B(14)
(cf. e.g. [Ob]). Note that hence for any positive measure + on B(1X) the
family [+4 :=+ b p&14 | 4 # Oc(X )] is consistent, i.e., for all 41 , 42 # Oc(X ),
41 /42
p*42 , 41(+
42)=+42 b p&142 , 41=+
41. (2.2)
Conversely, by a version of Kolmogorov’s theorem for the projective
limit space 1X any such family determines uniquely a measure + on 1X
such that +4= p*4 +, 4 # Bc(X ), see e.g. [Pa].
B(1X) is generated by the sets
C4, n :=[# # 1X | |# & 4|=n], (2.3)
where 4 # Oc(X ), n # Z+ [VGG, Sh]. Note that for any 4 # B(X ) and all
n # Z+ the set C4, n is, indeed, a Borel subset of 1X . Sets of the form (2.3)
are called cylinder sets.
For any B/X we introduce a function NB : 1X  Z+ such that
NB(#)=|# & B|, # # 1X . (2.4)
Then B(1X) is the smallest _-algebra on 1X such that all the functions NB ,
B # Bc(X ), are measurable.
For any subset Y/X we introduce the _-algebra BY (1X) (/B(1X))
which is generated by all functions NB , B/Y, B # Bc(X ).
2.2. Poisson Measures
For the construction of a Poisson measure on 1X first of all we need to
fix an intensity measure _ on the underlying manifold X. We take a density
\>0 m-a.s. such that \12 # H 1, 2loc (X ) and put _(dx)=\(x) m(dx). Here
H 1, 2loc (X) denotes the local Sobolev space of order 1 in L
2
loc(X; m). Then _
is a non-atomic Radon measure on X, in particular, _(4)< for all
4 # Bc(X ).
For any n # N we introduce the product-measure _ n on (Xn, B(X n)).
Clearly, _ n(Xn"X n)=0.
Let us fix 4 # Oc(X ). The measure _ n can be considered as a (finite)
measure on 4 n, and by _4, n :=_ n b (sn4)
&1 we denote the corresponding
image measure on 1 (n)4 under s
n
4 .
The so-called LebesguePoisson measure on B(14) with intensity measure
_ on B(14) is defined by
*4_ := :

n=0
1
n !
_4, n , (2.5)
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where _4, 0 :==< on 1 (0)4 =[<], see e.g. [Do]. The measure *
4
_ is a finite
measure on B(14) such that *4_ (14)=e
_(4). Then the measure
?4_ :=e
&_(4)*4_ (2.6)
is a probability measure on B(14). The measure ?4_ has the following
property: for any collection B1 , ..., BM # B(X ), Bk & Bj=<, k{ j, Bk /4,
k=1, ..., M and nk # Z+, k=1, ..., M,
?4_ ([# | |#Bk |=nk , k=1, ..., M])= ‘
M
k=1
_(Bk)nk e&_(Bk)
nk !
. (2.7)
In other words, the functions NBk form a family of independent Poissonian
random variables with mean values _(Bk) on the probability space (14 ,
B(14), ?4_ ). Using (2.5) it is not hard to check the consistency property of the
family [?4_ | 4 # Oc(X)] and thus obtain the existence of a unique probability
measure ?_ on B(1X) such that
?4_ = p*4 ?_ , 4 # Oc(X ),
see e.g. [Sh]. The measure ?_ is called the Poisson measure with intensity
measure _. Note that for ?_ the relation (2.7) is still true (without the
assumption Bk /4 as long as Bk # Bc(X )).
Let us compute the Laplace transform of the measure ?_ . For a given
f # C0(X ) we have supp f/4 for some 4 # Oc(X ). Then
( f, #)=( f, #4) , # # 1X ,
and
|
1X
e( f, #)?_(d#)=|
14
e( f, #4)?4_ (d#4).
Using (2.6) the latter is equal to
e&_(4) :

n=0
1
n ! |4 n exp \ :
n
k=0
f (xk)+ _(dx1) } } } _(dxn)
=e&_(4) :

n=0
1
n ! \|4 e f (x)_(dx)+
n
=exp \|X (e f (x)&1) _(dx)+ .
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That is, for all f # C0(X) the following formula holds:
l?_( f ) :=|
1X
e( f, #)?_(d#)=exp \|X (e f (x)&1) _(dx)+ . (2.8)
This formula can be considered as an equivalent definition of the Poisson
measure ?_ , see e.g. [GV]. Let us mention in this connection that such an
approach gives (via Minlos theorem) a measure ?_ on a linear space F(X )
of generalized functions on X. An additional analysis shows that the
support of the measure ?_ consists of generalized functions of the form
x # # =x , # # 1X , and then ?_ can be considered as a measure on 1X .
Remark 2.1. By the same argument (2.8) holds for any B(X )-measurable
function f with compact support such that e f is _-integrable on supp f.
A simple limit-argument then implies that (2.8) holds for all f such that
e f&1 # L1(_).
2.3. The Group of Diffeomorphisms and Poisson Measures
Let us denote the group of all diffeomorphisms of X by Diff(X ) and by
Diff0(X) the subgroup of all diffeomorphisms ,: X  X with compact
support, i.e., which are equal to the identity outside of a compact set
(depending on ,).
Any , # Diff0(X) defines (pointwisely) a transformation of any subset of
X and, consequently, the diffeomorphism , has the following ‘‘lifting’’ from
X to 1X :
1X % # [ ,(#)=[,(x) | x # #] # 1X . (2.9)
(Note that for a given # # 1 the configuration ,(#) coincides with # for
all but a finite number of points). This mapping is obviously measurable
and we can define the image ,*?_ of the measure ?_ under , as usually by
,*?_=?_ b ,&1, i.e.,
(,*?_)(A)=?_(,&1(A)), A # B(1X).
The following well-known proposition shows that this transformation is
nothing but a change of the intensity measure.
Proposition 2.1. For any , # Diff0(X ) we have
,*?_=?,*_ . (2.10)
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Proof. Due to Subsection 2.2 it is sufficient to compute the Laplace
transform of the measure ,*?_ . For any f # C0(X ) we have
|
1X
e( f, #)(,*?_)(d#)=|
1X
e( f, ,(#))?_(d#)=|
1X
exp \ :x # # f (,(x))+ ?_(d#)
=|
1X
e( f b ,, #)?_(d#)=exp \|X (e( f b ,)(x)&1) _(dx)+
=exp \|X (e f (x)&1)(,*_)(dx)+
=|
1X
e( f, #) ?,*_(d#). K
For any , # Diff0(X ) we introduce the RadonNikodym density
p_,(x) :=
d(,*_)(x)
d_(x)
=
\(,&1(x))
\(x)
dm(,&1(x))
dm(x)
=
\(,&1(x))
\(x)
Jm(,)(x), (2.11)
if x # [0<\<] & [0<\ b ,&1<];
p_,(x) :=1 otherwise,
where Jm(,) is the Jacobian determinant of , (with respect to the Riemannian
volume m), see e.g. [Bo]. Note that p_, #1 outside a compact.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the previous one
and Skorokhod’s theorem on absolute continuity of Poisson measures
[Sk, Ta], see also [Sh]. We include the simple proof for the convenience
of the reader.
Proposition 2.2. The Poisson measure ?_ is quasi-invariant with respect
to the group Diff0(X ), and for any , # Diff0(X ) we have
d(,*?_)
d?_
(#)= ‘
x # #
p_,(x) exp \|X (1& p_,(x)) _(dx)+ . (2.12)
where p_, is as in (2.11).
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Proof. For any f # C0(X ) we have
|
1X
e( f, #) ‘
x # #
p_,(x) exp \|X (1& p_,) d_+ ?_(d#)
=|
1X
exp(( f+ln p_, , #) ) ?_(d#) exp \|X (1& p_,) d_+
=exp \| (e f&1) p_, d_+
=exp \| (e f&1) d(,*_)+
where we used Remark 2.1. Now the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1.
K
3. THE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF
CONFIGURATION SPACES
The differentiable structure of the underlying manifold X has a natural
lifting to the configuration space 1X . As a result we obtain objects as the
gradient, the tangent space etc. associated with 1X . We describe below the
corresponding constructions in detail using the approach proposed in our
paper [AKR 1].
3.1. The Tangent Bundle of 1X
Let us denote the set of all C-vector fields on X (i. e., smooth sections
of T(X)) by V(X ). We will also consider the subset V0(X)/V(X ) consist-
ing of all vector fields with compact support. V0(X ) can be considered
as an infinite dimensional Lie algebra which corresponds to the group
Diff0(X) in the following sense: for any v # V0(X ) we can construct the flow
of this vector field as the collections of mappings ,vt : X  X, t # R obtained
by integrating this vector field.
More precisely, for any x # X the curve
R % t [ ,vt(x) # X
is defined as the solution to the following Cauchy problem
{
d
dt
,vt(x)=v(,
v
t(x))
(3.1)
,v0(x)=x.
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That no explosion is possible and ,vt is well-defined for each t # R, is a
consequence of v # V0(X ) (the latter implies that v is a complete vector
field). The mappings [,vt , t # R] form a one-parameter subgroup of diffeo-
morphisms in the group Diff0(X ) (see e.g. [Bo]), that is,
(1) \t # R ,vt # Diff0(X )
(3.2)
(2) \t, s # R ,vt b ,
v
s=,
v
t+s .
Let us fix v # V0(X ). Having the group ,vt , t # R, we can consider for any
# # 1X the curve
R % t [ ,vt(#) # 1X .
Definition 3.1. For a function F: 1X  R we define the directional
derivative along the vector field v as
({1v F )(#) :=
d
dt
F(,vt(#)) } t=0 ,
provided the right hand side exists.
Note that this definition is closely related to the concept of the Lie
derivative in differential geometry. In fact, {1v F is the Lie derivative corre-
sponding to a special class of vector fields on 1X (see below).
Let us introduce a special class of ‘‘nice’’ functions on 1X which play an
important role in our considerations below. We set D=C 0 (X ) (i.e., the
set of all C-functions on X with compact support) and introduce
FC b (D, 1X) as the set of all functions F: 1X  R of the form
F(#)= gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ), # # 1X , (3.3)
where .1 , ..., .N # D and gF # C b (R
N).
Remark 3.1. We will call a function F: 1X  R cylindrical if F is
B4(1X)-measurable for some 4 # Bc(X ). Such a function depends only on
the value # & 4, # # 1X . Any F # FC b (D, 1X) is a cylinder function in this
sense. FC b (D, 1X) will be called the set of smooth cylinder functions
on 1X .
For any F # FC b (D, 1X) of the form (3.3) and given v # V0(X ) we have
F(,vt(#))= gF ((.1 , ,
v
t(#)) , ..., (.N , ,
v
t(#)) )
= gF ((.1 b ,vt , #) , ..., (.N b ,
v
t , #) )
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and, therefore, an application of Definition 3.1 gives
({1v F )(#)= :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ) } ({Xv .j , #) , (3.4)
where {Xv . is the directional (or Lie) derivative of .: X  R along the
vector field v # V0(X ), i.e.,
({Xv .)(x) :=({
X.(x), v(x)) Tx (X ) ,
where {X denotes the gradient on X.
The expression of {1v on smooth cylinder functions given by (3.4)
motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.2. We introduce the tangent space T#(1X) to the configu-
ration space 1X at the point # # 1X as the Hilbert space of measurable
#-square-integrable sections (measurable vector fields) V# : X  T(X ) with
the scalar product
(V 1# , V
2
#) T#(1X)=| (V 1#(x), V 2#(x)) Tx(X ) #(dx) (3.5)
V 1# , V
2
# # T#(1X). The corresponding tangent bundle is
T(1X)= .
# # 1X
T#(1X).
Let us stress that any v # V0(X ) can be considered as a ‘‘constant’’ vector
field on 1X such that
1X % # [ V#( } )=v( } ) # T#(1X),
(v, v)T#(1X )=|
X
|v(x)| 2Tx(X )#(dx)<.
As usual in Riemannian geometry, having directional derivatives and a
Hilbert space as the tangent space we can introduce the gradient.
Definition 3.3. We define the intrinsic gradient of a function F: 1X  R
as the mapping
1X % # [ ({1F )(#) # T#(1X)
such that for any v # V0(X )
({1v F )(#)=({
1F(#), v) T#(1X ) . (3.6)
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Note that (3.6), in particular, implies that {1v F is the directional derivative
along the ‘‘constant’’ vector field v on 1X . Furthermore, by (3.4) for any
F # FC b (D, 1X) of the form (3.3) we have
({1F )(#; x)= :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ) {X.j (x), # # 1X , x # X.
(3.7)
Let us clarify the terminology we have used. The point is that it is also
possible to introduce another gradient on FC b (D, 1X), related to an
imbedding of 1X into a linear space. More precisely, we have the Schwartz
type triplet
D/L2(X, m)/D$
where D=C 0 (X) is equipped with the usual topology (see e.g. [Au,
Ch. 2]). We have then an imbedding M(X )/D$, and for any function F
on the linear space D$ of type
F(!)= gF ((.1 , !)L 2(m) , ..., (.N , !)L 2(m)), ! # D$, (3.8)
we obtain another ‘‘flat’’ gradient {L considering the same Hilbert space
L2(X, m) as the tangent space to D$ at any point ! # D$. More precisely,
from (3.8) we have
({LF )(!; x)= :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , !) L 2(m) , ..., (.N , !) L 2(m)) .j (x),
! # D$, x # X.
This definition is easily checked to be independent of the representation
for F in (3.8). Then (after restriction to 1X /D$)
({1F )(#; x)=({X{LF )(#; x),
where {X means the gradient on X of the function x [ ({LF )(!; x), x # X.
This shows the analogy of the intrinsic gradient {1 and the so-called
Malliavin gradient in stochastic analysis, see e.g. [Mal, Nu].
3.2. Integration by Parts and Divergence on Poisson Space
Let the configuration space 1X be equipped with the Poisson measure ?_
(cf. Subsection 2.2). The set FC b (D, 1X) is a dense subset in the space
L2(1X , B(1X), ?_) :=L2(?_). For any v # V0(X ) we have a differential
operator in L2(?_) on the domain FC b (D, 1X) given by
FCb (D, 1X) % F [ {1v F # L2(?_).
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Our aim now is to compute the adjoint operator {1 Vv in L
2(?_). It
corresponds, of course, to an integration by parts formula with respect to
the measure ?_ .
To this end we recall first of all the integration by parts formula for the
measure _. The logarithmic derivative of _ is given by the vector field
X % x [ ;_(x) :=
{X\(x)
\(x)
# Tx(X ).
(where as usual ;_ :=0 on [\=0]). For all .1 , .2 # D we have
|
X
({Xv .1)(x) .2(x) _(ds)
=&|X .1(x)({Xv .2)(x) _(dx)&|
X
.1(x) .2(x) ;_v(x) _(dx), (3.9)
where
;_v(x) :=(;
_(x), v(x))Tx(X )+div
X v(x) (3.10)
is the so-called logarithmic derivative of the measure _ along the vector
field v and divX :=divXm is the divergence on X w.r.t. m. Analogously, we
define divX_ as the divergence on X w.r.t. _, i.e., div
X
_ is the dual operator
on L2(X, _)=: L2(_) of {X. Then on the one hand we can rewrite (3.9) as
an operator equality on the domain D/L2(_):
{X Vv =&{
X
v &;
_
v , (3.11)
where the adjoint operator is considered w.r.t. L2(_). Note here that,
obviously, ;_v # L
2(_) for all v # V0(X ). On the other hand we have
divX_ =;
_. (3.12)
Having the logarithmic derivative ;_v we introduce an analogous object
for the Poisson measure.
Definition 3.4. For any v # V0(X ) we define the logarithmic derivative
of the Poisson measure ?_ along v as the following function on 1X :
1X % # [ B?_v (#) :=(;_v , #)
=|
X
[(;_(x), v(x)) Tx(X )+div
X v(x)] #(dx). (3.13)
A motivation for this definition is given by the following integration by
parts formula.
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Theorem 3.1. For all F, G # FC b (D, 1X) and any v # V0(X) we have
|
1X
({1v F )(#) G(#) ?_(d#)
=&|
1X
F(#)({1v G)(#) ?_(d#)&|
1X
F(#) G(#) B?_v (#) ?_(d#), (3.14)
or
{1*v =&{
1
v &B
?_
v (#), (3.15)
as an operator equality on the domain FC b (D, 1X) in L
2(?_).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 we have that
|
1X
F(,vt(#)) G(#) ?_(d#)=|
1X
F(#) G(,v&t(#)) ?,tv V _(d#).
Differentiating this equation w.r.t. t and interchanging ddt with the
integrals, by Definition 3.1 the l.h.s. becomes the l.h.s. of (3.14). To see that
the r.h.s. then also coincides with the r.h.s. of (3.14) we note that
d
dt
G(,v&t(#))| t=0=&({
1
v G)(#)
and (by Proposition 2.2)
d
dt _
d?,tv V _
d?_
(#)&} t=0
=
d
dt _‘x # #
\((,vt )
&1 (x))
\(x)
Jm(,vt )(x)&} t=0
+
d
dt _exp {|X \1&
\((,vt )
&1 (x))
\(x)
Jm(,vt )(x)+ _(dx)=&} t=0.
Using (3.10) and the formula ddt[Jm(,vt )]t=0=&div
X v(x), the latter
expressions becomes equal to
& :
x # #
[(;_(x), v(x)) Tx(X )+div
X v(x)]
+|
X
[(;_(x), v(x)) Tx(X )+div
X v(x)] _(dx)
=& :
x # #
;_v(x)+|
X
;_v(x) _(dx)=&B
?_
v (#),
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where we have used the equality
|
X
;_v(x) _(dx)=&|
X
({X Vv 1)(x) _(dx)=0.
This completes the proof. K
Remark 3.2. (i) Let us distinguish the case of the so-called canonical
Poisson measure on 1X which corresponds to \#1, i.e., _=m. This case is
geometrically of special interest because all the objects we have introduced are
generated by the original Riemannian structure of X. In particular, for ?m
formula (3.15) becomes
{1 Vv =&{
1
v &(div
X v, #). (3.16)
Recall that in statistical physics Poissonian white noise measures for
X=Rd and _=zm (m=Lebesgue measure), describe the Gibbs state of the
free gas in Rd with activity z>0.
(ii) As it follows from (3.14), the logarithmic derivative B?_v : 1X  R
of ?_ is obtained via a ‘‘lifting’’ of the corresponding object on the underlying
manifold X (namely ;_v : X  R) to the configuration space 1X since
B?_v (#)=(;
_
v , #) , # # 1X .
We shall comment on this more in Subsection 3.4 below.
Definition 3.5. For a vector field
V: 1X % # [ V# # T#(1X)
the divergence div1?_ V is defined via the duality relation
| (V# , {1F(#)) T#(1X ) ?_(d#)=&|
1X
F(#)(div1?_ V )(#) ?_(d#) (3.17)
for all F # FC b (D, 1X), provided it exists (i.e., provided
F [ | (V# , {1F(#)) T#(1X ) ?_(d#)
is continuous on L2(?_)).
The existence of the divergence, of course, requires some smoothness
of the vector field. A class of smooth vector fields on 1X for which the
divergence can be computed in an explicit form is described in the following
proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. For any vector field
V#(x)= :
N
j=1
Gj (#) vj (x), # # 1X , x # X, (3.18)
with Gj # FC b (D, 1X), vj # V0(X ), j=1, ..., N, we have
(div1?_ V )(#)= :
N
j=1
({1vj Gj)(#)+ :
N
j=1
B?_vj (#) Gj (#)
= :
N
j=1
({1Gj (#), vj)T#(1X )+ :
N
j=1
(;_vj , #) Gj (#). (3.19)
Proof. Due to the linearity of {1 it is sufficient to consider the case
N=1, i.e., V#(x)=G(#) v(x). Then for all F # FC b (D, 1X)
&|
1X
(V# , {1F(#)) T#(1X ) ?_(d#)
=&|
1X
G(#)(v, {1F(#)) T#(1X) ?_(d#)
=&|
1X
G(#) {1v F(#) ?_(d#)
=&| ({1 Vv G)(#) F(#) ?_(d#)
=|
1X
({1v G)(#) F(#) ?_(d#)+|
1X
B?_v (#) G(#) F(#) ?_(d#),
where we have used (3.15). Hence
div1?_(V )(#)={
1
v G(#)+B
?_
v (#) G(#)
=({1G(#), v) T#(1X )+(;
_
v , #) G(#). K (3.20)
Remark 3.3. Note that we have determined div1?_ only for the class of
vector fields V in (3.18). Nevertheless, extending the definition of B?_ in
(3.13) analogously to (3.10) to such V=nj=1 Gj vj by
B?_V (#) := :
n
j=1
Gj (#)(divX_ v, #) + :
n
j=1
{1vj Gj (#) (3.21)
we obtain the analogue of (3.12), i.e.,
div1?_=B
?_
} .
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In particular, if v # V0(X), it follows for the ‘‘constant’’ vector field V# :=v,
# # 1, on 1X that
div1?_ v(#)=(div
X
_ v, #) . (3.22)
3.3. Integration by Parts Characterization
It is well-known that the volume element m of our Riemannian manifold
X is the up to a constant unique (positive) Radon measured + on X such
that divXm is the dual operator on L
2(+) of {X when considered on V0(X )
resp. C 0 (X) (cf. e.g. [Ch]). We now want to investigate the analogous
question for the Poisson measure ?m or more generally ?_ on 1X . Before
we can formulate and prove the corresponding theorem we need to recall
the following notion (cf. e.g. [Ge, NZ]): let * be a probability measure on
(R+ , B(R+)). The measure
+*, _ :=|
R+
?s_*(ds) (3.23)
on (1X , B(1X)) is called mixed Poisson measure (or process). Here ?0_
denotes the Dirac measure on 1X with mass in #=<.
For l # N let Ml (1X) denote the set of all probability measures + on
(1X , B(1X)) such that
| |(., #) | l +(d#)< for all . # D. (3.24)
Obviously, +*, _ # Ml (1X) if and only if
|
R+
sl*(ds)<. (3.25)
Remark 3.4. Clearly, +*1 , _=+*2 , _ implies *1=*2 . Hence for every l # N
trivially ?s_ , s0, are exactly the extreme points of the convex set of all
measures in Ml (1X) of type (3.23).
For abbreviation we define (IbP)_ to be the set of all + # M1(1X) which
satisfy (3.14) with + replacing ?_ for all F, G # FC b (D, 1X), v # V0(X ).
Obviously, since {1v obeys the product rule for all v # V0 , we may always
take G#1. Furthermore, (IbP)_ is convex.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that \(=d_dm) is C, strictly positive and
_(X )=. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
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(i) + # (IbP)_.
(ii) +=+*, _ for some probability measure * on (R+ , B(R+)) satisfying
(3.25) with l=1.
Remark 3.5. As we shall see below the proof of ‘‘(ii) O (i)’’ does not
require the smoothness resp. positivity assumption on \. The proof of
‘‘(i) O (ii)’’ is a modification and simplication of the proof of [GGPS,
Theorem 7]. The latter is the analogue of Theorem 3.2, ‘‘(i) O (ii),’’ in the
special case X=R3, _=m, and provided  (., #) 2 +(d#)< for all . # D
(stated, however, in a ‘‘different language’’). This proof depends in an
essential way on the fact that we work with the Poisson measures ?s_ ,
s0, i.e., we know their Laplace resp. Fourier transforms explicitly.
We shall describe the said modifications and simplifications below. We
only mention here that the way we deduce Theorem 3.2 ‘‘(i) O (ii)’’ from
Proposition 3.2 is considerably easier than the corresponding step in [GGPS].
In our forthcoming paper [AKR 5] a much more general result is
proved. More precisely, we prove an analogue of Theorem 3.2 above for
Gibbs measures with interaction (whereas the mixed Poisson measures
above correspond to Gibbs measures without interaction, cf. [NZ]). The
proof is completely different and yields e.g. a generalization of Theorem 3.2
above and Corollary 3.1 below. More precisely, the two additional condi-
tions on \ can be relaxed to the much weaker assumption that ;_v # L
1
loc(m)
for all v # V0(X ).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (ii) O (i). Note first that ?0_ # (IbP)_. Further-
more, since ;s_=;_, it follows from (3.13) that B?_=B?s_. Hence ?s_ # (IbP)_
for all s # ]0, [ and, therefore, so does any +*, _ of type (3.23) by Fubini’s
theorem.
For the proof of the converse we need some preparations. So, fix + # (IbP)_.
We consider its Fourier transform
L+(.) :=|
1
ei(., #)+(d#), . # D,
and also the functional
K_(.) :=|
X
(ei.&1) d_, . # D.
We shall use the following modification of a beautiful result in [GGPS]
(cf. Theorem 6 ibidem).
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Proposition 3.2. There exist a function F+ : C  C holomorphic on the
interior of [K_(.) | . # D], i.e., on K& :=[z # B | Re z<0], such that
L+(.)=F+(K_(.)) for all . # D.
We come back to the proof of Proposition 3.2 below.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (ii) O (ii). By Proposition 3.2
|F+(K_(.))|=|L+(.)|1.
Hence |F+ |1 on K& , and F+(0)=L(0)=1. We want to show that for all
z1 , ..., zn # K& ,
:
N
k, j=1; k{ j
F+(zk+z j) !k! j+ :
N
k=1
F+(0) |!k | 20 for all !1 , ..., !N # C.
(3.26)
Let .1 , ..., .N # D with pairwise disjoint supports and set
zk :=K_(.k), 1kN.
Since there exist N pairwise disjoint subsets of X each single one having
arbitrary large mass under _, points of this type are dense in K&. Because
of the continuity of K_ on K& , it suffices to prove (3.26) for such points.
Since for 1 j, kN, j{k,
K_(.k)+K _(.j)=K_(.k&.j)
(because supp .j & supp .k=< if j{k), we obtain that the left hand side
of (3.26) is equal to
:
N
k, j=1
L+(.k&.j) !k! j0,
and (3.26) is proved.
For any =>0 we introduce the function
G=( y) :=F+(&2=+iy), y # R.
Then (3.26) implies that for all y1 , ..., yN # R and !1 , ..., !N # C:
:
N
k, j=1; k{ j
G=( yk& yj) !k! j+ :
N
k=1
F+(0) |!k | 20.
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Now we take any ! # C0(R). Then supp !/[&a, a] for some a>0. We set
!k :=!( yk) in the latter formula. Integrating with respect to yk # [&a, a],
k=1, ..., N, each term of the second sum transforms into
(2a)N&1 F+(0) |
a
&a
|!(t)| 2 dt,
while each term of the first sum becomes
(2a)N&2 |
a
&a
|
a
&a
G=(t&s) !(t) ! (s) dt ds.
Hence we have
N(2a)N&1 F+(0) |
R
|!(t)| 2 dt
+N(N&1)(2a)N&2 |
R
|
R
G=(t&s) !(t) ! (s) dt ds0.
Dividing by N(N&1)(2a)N&2, and then letting N  , we get
|
R
|
R
G=(t&s) !(t) ! (s) dt ds0,
for any ! # C0(R). I.e., the bounded continuous function G= is positive
definite in the integral sense. Therefore, there exists a finite measure *= on
B(R) such that for all y # R
G=( y)=|
R
eisy*=(ds).
This gives
F+(&2=+iy)=|
R
eisy*=(ds), y # R.
Since F+ is a bounded holomorphic function in the domain [z # C | Re z<2=]
extending G= , it follows that supp *= /R+ and that
F+(&2=&x+iy)=|
R+
e&sx+isy*=(ds), x>&2=
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(see e.g. [Ra, Theorem 2.2.2]). Now, let us consider the points z=&x+iy,
x>2=>2=$>0. Using the above representation we get
F+(&x+iy)=|
R+
es(2=&x)+isy*=(ds)=|
R+
es(2=$&x)+isy*=$(ds).
The latter shows that the measure e2=s*=(ds) does not depend on =>0. We
denote this measure by *. Then obviously
F+(z)=|
R+
esz*(ds)
for all z # K& . The measure * is a finite measure, since
*(R+)=lim
=Z0 |R+ e
&=s*(ds) sup
z # K&
| F(z)|1.
By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem the function F+ then has a
continuous boundary value on the imaginary axis given by
F+(iy)=|
R+
eisy*(ds), y # R.
The condition F+(0)=1 shows *(R+)=1.
Therefore,
L+(.)=F+(K_(.))=|

0
exp \s | (ei.&1) d_+ *(ds)
for all . # D. K
Now let us return to the proof of Proposition 3.2. It can be reduced
exactly as in [GGPS] to proving the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let
[0, 1] % t [ gt # D
be a continuous map, differentiable on (0, 1), such that t [ K_(gt) is constant
on [0, 1], then so is t [ L+(gt).
Lemma 3.2. Let .1 , .2 # D such that
K_(.1)=K_(.2).
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Then for all neighborhoods Uj /D of .j there exist hj # Uj , j=1, 2, and a
continuous map
[0, 1] % t [ gt # D
differentiable on (0, 1) such that g0=h1 , g1=h2 and t [ K_(gt) is constant
on [0, 1].
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is again exactly as in [GGPS], the one of
Lemma 3.1 requires some modifications.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Since + # (IbP)_, it follows that
| ei(., #)[(divX v, #)+(;_v , #)+i({Xv ., #)] +(d#)=0 (3.27)
for all . # D, v # V0(X ). We can realize the dual space of D via
D/L2(_)/D$_ .
Fix g # D and define Tg # D$ by
Tg(.) :=| ei(g, #)(., #) +(d#), . # D.
Then by (3.27)
Tg(divX v+(;_, v)T(X )+i({Xg, v) T(X ))=0 (3.28)
for all v # V0(X ).
Define T g # D$_ by
T g(.)=Tg(e&ig.), . # D.
Then for all w # V0(X )
T g(divX_ w)=Tg(e
&ig divX w+e&ig;_w)
=Tg(divX (we&ig))+i({Xg, e&igw) T(X )+(;_, e&igw) T(X )=0,
where the last equality follows from (3.28). Hence there exists cg # C such
that
Tg(.)=cg |
X
eig. d_ for all . # D.
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Consequently,
dL+(gt)
dt
=i | ei(gt , #)  ddt gt , # +(d#)=iTgt \
d
dt
gt+=icgt |X eigt
d
dt
gt d_
=icgt
d
dt
K_(gt)=0
by the assumption on K_ . K
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that \(=d_dm) is C, strictly positive and
_(X )=. Then:
(i) The extreme points of (IbP)_ are exactly ?s_ , s0.
(ii) Suppose + # (IbP)_ and let M+ be the set of all B(1X)-measurable,
+-integrable functions g: 1X  R+ such that ( g d+)&1 g+ # (IbP)_. Then
M+ is a convex cone stable under taking finite infima resp. suprema.
(iii) Let + # (IbP)_. Then + is extreme if and only if
[& # (IbP)_ | & is absolutely continuous w.r.t. +]=[+].
Proof. (i): The assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2
and Remark 3.4.
To prove (ii), (iii) we note that by Theorem 3.2, it follows from [NZ,
Theorem 1] (see also [Ge, (4.29)]) that (IbP)_ is a convex subset of the
convex set of Gibbs measures G corresponding to a specification such that
the extreme points of (IbP)_ coincide with the extreme points of G. Then
(ii) is an immediate consequence of [P, Lemma 2.4]. Likewise (iii) is then
a consequence of (ii) and [P, Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.1 (1)]. K
3.4. A Lifting of the Geometry
We have constructed in the consideration above some objects related to
the differential geometry of the configuration space 1X . Now we would like
to present an interpretation of the formulas obtained in Subsections 3.13.3
via a simple ‘‘lifting rule’’.
Any function . # D generates a (cylinder) function on 1X by the formula
L.(#) :=(., #) , # # 1X . (3.29)
We will call L. the lifting of .. As before any vector field v # V0(X ) can be
considered as a vector field on 1X (the lifting of v) which we denote by Lv ,
see Definition 3.2. For v, w # V0(X ) formula (3.5) can be written as
(Lv , Lw) T#(1X )=L(v, w)T(X)(#), (3.30)
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i.e., the scalar product of lifted vector fields is computed as the lifting of
the scalar product (v, w) Tx(X )=.(x). This rule can be used as a definition
of the tangent space T#(1X).
Formula (3.4) has now the following interpretation:
({1v L.)(#)=L{vX.(#), # # 1X , (3.31)
and the gradient of L. is nothing but the lifting of the corresponding
underlying gradient:
({1L.)(#)=L{ vX.(#) (={
X.). (3.32)
As follows from (3.13) the logarithmic derivative B?_v : 1X  R is obtained
via the same lifting procedure of the corresponding logarithmic derivative
;_v : X  R, namely,
B?_v (#)=L;v_(#).
Or, equivalently, one has for the divergence of a lifted vector field:
div1?_(Lv)=Ldiv_Xv . (3.33)
We underline that by (3.31) and (3.32) one recovers the action of {1v and
{1 on all of FC b (D, 1X) algebraically from requiring the product or the
chain rule to hold. Also the action of div1?_ on more general cylindrical
vector fields follows as in Remark 3.3 if one assumes the usual product rule
for div1?_ to hold.
We stress that formulas (3.30)(3.33) are just simple consequences of the
formulas we have obtained before. But we can also use them as an independent
definition of a differentiable structure on 1X which uses the differential
geometry of X and the lifting rule we have proposed.
We remark that these formulas appear directly from related underlying
formulas on X without referring to the Poisson measure ?_ .
The results of the previous subsection identify the mixed Poisson measures
+*, _ (cf. (3.23), (3.24)) as exactly those probability measures on 1X so that
{1 and div1?_ (the latter now being defined independently of ?_) are dual
operator on L2(+*, _). In view of the characterization result on the volume
element m on X mentioned in the beginning of Subsection 3.3, this means
that the mixed Poisson measures +*, _ can be considered as exactly the
‘‘volume elements’’ of our Riemannian structure on 1X .
3.5. Representations of the Lie Algebra of Vector Fields
Using the property of quasi-invariance of the Poisson measure ?_ we can
define a unitary representation of the diffeomorphism group Diff0(X ) in the
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space L2(?_), see [VGG]. Namely, for , # Diff0(X) we define a unitary
operator
(V?_(,) F )(#) :=F(,(#)) d?_(,(#))d?_(#) , F # L2(?_).
Then we have
V?_(,1) V?_(,2)=V?_(,2 b ,1), ,1 , ,2 # Diff0(X ). (3.34)
As in Subsection 3.1, to any vector field v # V0(X ) there corresponds a one-
parameter subgroup of diffeomorphisms ,vt , t # R. It generates a one-parameter
unitary group
V?_(,
v
t ) :=exp[itJ?_(v)], t # R,
where J?_(v) denotes the self-adjoint generator of this group.
Proposition 3.3. For any v # V0(X ) the following operator equality on
the domain FC b (D, 1X) holds:
J?_(v)=
1
i
{1v +
1
2i
B?_v . (3.35)
Proof. This equality follows immediately from the definition of the
directional derivative {1v , Theorem 3.1 and the form of the operator V?_(,
v
t ).
K
Remark 3.6. In non-relativistic quantum field theory the operators
J?_(v), v # V0(X), are known as momentum density operators, see e.g. [GGPS].
More generally, one can study a family of self-adjoint operators J(v),
v # V0(X ), in a Hilbert space H which gives a representation of the Lie
algebra V0(X ) in the sense of the following commutation relation:
[J(v1), J(v2)]=&iJ([v1 , v2]) (3.36)
(on a dense domain H), where [v1 , v2] is the Lie-bracket of the vector
fields v1 , v2 # V0(X).
In the case discussed, this relation is a direct consequence of (3.35).
Thus, we have constructed a Poisson space representation of the Lie
algebra V0(X ).
Let us define, in addition, a unitary representation of the additive group
D given by the formula
(U?_( f ) F)(#) :=exp[i( f, #)] F(#), F # L
2(?_), # # 1X .
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for any f # D. As usual, the semi-direct product G :=D 7 Diff0(X ) of the
groups D and Diff0(X ) is defined as the set of pairs ( f, ,) with multiplica-
tion operation
( f1 , ,1)( f2 , ,2)=( f1+ f2 b ,1 , ,2 b ,1),
see e.g. [VGG]. Let us introduce for any element ( f, ,) # G the following
operator on L2(?_):
W?_( f, ,) :=U?_( f ) V?_(,).
These operators are unitary and form a representation of the group G. If
we introduce multiplication operators \?_( f ), f # D, as self-adjoint operators
on L2(?_) which are defined for F # FC b (D, 1X) by the formula
(\?_( f ) F )(#) :=( f, #) F(#), # # 1X ,
then U?_( f )=exp[i\?_( f )] and the form of the multiplication in G implies
[\?_( f ), J?_(v)]=i\?_({
X
v f ) (3.37)
(on a dense domain in L2(?_)) for all f # D, v # Diff0(X ). We also have
the relation [\?_( f1), \?_( f2)]=0. The family of operators J?_(v), \?_( f ),
v # V0(X ), f # D, thus forms a Poisson representation of an infinite-
dimensional Lie algebra which is known as the Lie algebra of currents in
nonrelativistic quantum field theory, see [GGPS].
4. INTRINSIC DIRICHLET FORMS ON POISSONIAN SPACES
4.1. Definition of the Intrinsic Dirichlet Form
We start with introducing some useful spaces of smooth cylinder functions
on 1X in addition to FC b (D, 1X). By FP(D, 1X) we denote the set of all
cylinder functions of the form (3.3) in which the generating function gF is
a polynomial on RN, i.e., gF # P(RN). Analogously we define FC p (D, 1X)
where now gF # C p (R
N) ( :=the set of all C-functions f on RN such that
f and all its partial derivatives of any order are polynomially bounded).
We have, obviously,
FC b (D, 1X)/FC

p (D, 1X),
FP(D, 1X )/FC p (D, 1X)
and these spaces are algebras with respect to the usual operations. The
existence of the Laplace transform l?_( f ), f # D, implies FC

p (D, 1X)/L
2(?_).
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Note, that after embedding 1X into D$ (see Subsection 3.1) and a natural
extension to D$ the space FP(D, D$) is nothing but the well-known space
of cylinder polynomials on D$, see [BK, Ch. 2].
Definition 4.1. For F, G # FC p (D, 1X) we introduce a pre-Dirichlet
form as
E1?_(F, G)=|1X ({
1F(#), {1G(#)) T#(1X) ?_(d#). (4.1)
Note that for F, G # FC p (D, 1X) formula (3.7) is still valid and therefore
({1F, {1G) T(1X ) # FC

p (D, 1X),
such that (4.1) is well-defined.
We will call E1?_ the intrinsic pre-Dirichlet form corresponding to the
Poisson measure ?_ on 1X . The name ‘‘intrinsic’’ means that E1?_ is associated
with the geometry of 1X generated by the original Riemannian structure
of X, in particular, by the intrinsic gradient {1. In the next subsection we
shall prove the closability of E1?_ .
4.2. Intrinsic Dirichlet Operators
Let us introduce a differential operator H 1?_ on the domain FC

b (D, 1X)
which is given on any F # FC b (D, 1X) of the form
F(#)= gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ), # # 1X ,
.1 , ..., .N # D, gF # C b (R
N), (4.2)
by the formula
(H 1?_ F )(#)
:=& :
N
i, j=1
2gF
si sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ) |
X
({X.i (x), {X.j (x)) Tx(X ) #(dx)
& :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , #), ..., (.N , #) ) |
X
2X.j (x) #(dx)
& :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , #), ..., (.N , #) ) |
X
({X.j (x), ;_(x)) Tx(X )#(dx), (4.3)
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where 2X denotes the LaplaceBeltrami operator on X. In this formula all
expressions are from FC b (D, 1X) or have the form (, #) , # # 1X ,  # D,
except for the functions (hj , #) , # # 1X , with
hj (x) :=({X.j (x), ;_(x)) Tx(X) , x # X, j=1, ..., N.
To clarify the situation with these functions note that due to the assump-
tion on _ we have \12 # H 1, 2loc (X ) that gives hj # L
2(_) and these functions
have compact supports. Therefore hj # L1(_), j=1, ..., N. On the other hand
we know that a function ( f, #) , # # 1X , is from L2(?_) if f # L1(_) & L2(_).
The latter follows from the formula for the second moment of the measure ?_ ,
namely
|
1X
( f, #) 2 ?_(d#)=|
X
f 2_(dx)+\|X f (x) _(dx)+
2
(4.4)
which is a direct consequence of (2.8). As a result the r.h.s. of (4.3) is well-
defined. To show that the operator H 1?_ is well-defined we still have to show
that its definition does not depend on the representation of F in (4.2),
which will be done below.
Remark 4.1. In the applications to the study of unitary representations
of the group Diff0(X ) given by Poisson measures, there is usually an addi-
tional assumption on the smoothness of the density \ :=d_dm, namely
\ # C(X ), \(x)>0, x # X, see e.g. [VGG]. In this case it is obvious that
the operator H 1?_ preserves the spaces FC

p (D, 1X) and FP(D, 1X).
Let us also consider the classical pre-Dirichlet form corresponding to the
measure _ on X:
EX_ (., ) :=|
X
({X.(x), {X(x)) Tx(X) _(dx), (4.5)
where .,  # D. This form is associated with the Dirichlet operator H X_
which is given on D by
H X_ .(x) := &2
X.(x)&(;_(x), {X.(x)) Tx(X ) , (4.6)
and which satisfies
EX_ (., )=(H
X
_ ., )L 2(_) , .,  # D.
The closure of this form on L2(_) is defined by (EX_ , D(E
X
_ )). Note that
D(EX_ ) is nothing but the Sobolev space of order 1 in L
2(_) (sometimes
also denoted by H 1, 20 (X, _)). (E
X
_ , D(E
X
_ )) generates a positive self-adjoint
operator in L2(_) (the so-called Friedrich’s extension of H X_ , see e.g. [BKR]).
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For this extension we preserve the previous notation H X_ and denote the
domain by D(H X_ ). Note that for _=m we have H
X
m=&2
X. Using the
underlying Dirichlet operator we obtain the representation
(H 1?_ F )(#)=& :
N
i, j=1
2F
si sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) )({X.i , {X.j) T#(1X )
+ :
N
i=1
F
si
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) )(H X_ .i , #). (4.7)
Let us define
({1 {1F )(#, x, y) := :
N
i, j=1
2F
si sj
((.1 , #), ..., (.N , #) ) {X.i (x){X.j ( y)
# T#(1X)T#(1X).
Then
21F(#) :=Tr({1 {1F )(#)
= :
N
i, j=1
2F
si sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) )({X.i , {X.j) T#(1X ) .
Hence the operator H 1?_ can be written as
(H 1?_ F )(#)=&2
1F(#)&(divX_ {
1F(#, } ), #). (4.8)
The following theorem implies that both H 1?_ and 2
1 are well-defined as
linear operators on FC b (D, 1X), i.e., independently of the representation
of F as in (4.2).
Theorem 4.1. The operator H 1?_ is associated with the intrinsic Dirichlet
form E1?_ , i.e., for all F, G # FC

b (D, 1X)
E1?_(F, G)=(H
1
?_
F, G)L2(?_) ,
or
H 1?_=&div
1
?_
{1 on FC b (D, 1X).
We call H 1?_ the intrinsic Dirichlet operator of the measure ?_ .
Proof. For any F # FC b (D, 1X) of the form (4.2) we have
({1F )(#, x)= :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) )({X.j)(x).
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By (3.19) we conclude that
div1?_({
1F )=&H 1?_ F,
which by (3.17) for F, G # FC b (D, 1X) gives
(H 1?_ F, G)L 2(?_) =&|1X div
1
?_
({1F )(#) G(#) ?_(d#)
=|
1X
({1F(#), {1G(#)) T#(1X ) ?_(d#). K
Remark 4.2. (i) In the case _=m we will call the Dirichlet form E1?_
the canonical Dirichlet form on 1X . The canonical Dirichlet form and
canonical Dirichlet operator H 1?m are defined directly in terms of the
Riemannian geometry of X.
(ii) The operator H 1?_ can be naturally extended to cylinder functions
of the form
F(#) :=e(., #), . # D, # # 1X ,
since such F belong to L2(?_). We then have
H 1?_ e
(., #)=(H X_ .&|{
X.| 2T(X ) , #) e
(., #) (4.9)
and for _=m
H 1?m e
(., #)=&(2X.+|{X.| 2T(X ) , #) e
(., #).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 we obtain
Corollary 4.1. (E1?_ , FC

b (D, 1X)) is closable on L
2(?_). Its closure
(E1?_ , D(E
1
?_
)) is associated with a positive definite self-adjoint operator, the
Friedrichs’ extension of H 1?_ , which we also denote by H
1
?_
(and its domain
by D(H 1?_)).
Clearly, {1 also extends to D(E1?_). We denote this extension again
by {1.
Corollary 4.2. Let
F(#) :=gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ), # # 1X ,
.1 , ..., .N # D(EX_ ), gF # C

b (R
N). (4.10)
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Then
F # D(E1?_)
and
{1F= :
N
j=1
gF
sj
((.1 , } ) , ..., (.N , } ) ) {X.j .
Proof. By approximation this is an immediate consequence of (3.7) and
the fact that for all 1iN
| ( |{X.i | 2T(X) , #) ?_(d#)=EX_ (.i , .i). K (4.11)
Remark 4.3. Let +*, _ # M2(1X) be given as in (3.23). Then by
Theorem 3.2, (ii) O (i), all results above are valid with +*, _ replacing ?_ .
By (4.7) we have
H 1?_=H
1
+*, _
on FC b (D, 1X).
We note that the right hand side of (4.7) only depends on _ and the
Riemannian structure of X. The respective Friedrichs’ extensions on L2(+*, _),
again denoted by H 1+*, _ , however, do not coincide. They depend on +*, _ in
an essential way. Their associated semigroups (exp(&tH 1+*, _))t>0 and the
corresponding Dirichlet forms (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)) will be studied in the
following subsection in more detail. We only point out here that if *==0
on B(R+), then E
1
+*, _
#0. Clearly, D(E1+*, _) is nothing but the Sobolev
space H 1, 20 (1X ; +*, _) on 1X of order 1 in L
2(1X ; +*, _).
4.3. The Heat Semigroup and Ergodicity
For +*, _ # M2(1X) as in (3.23) let T 1+*, _(t) :=exp(&tH
1
+*, _
), t>0. We
first want to calculate these semigroups (whose generators H 1+*, _ on L
2(+*, _)
all coincide on FC b (D, 1X)) explicitly on the following set of functions
E(D1 , 1 )=l.h.[exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) | . # D1], (4.12)
where l.h. means linear hull and
D1 :=[. # D(H X_ ) & L
2(_) | H X_ . # L
1(_)
and &$.0 for some $ # (0, 1)]. (4.13)
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Note that since (exp(&tHX_ ))t>0 is sub-Markovian (i.e., 0exp(&tH
X
_ ) .1
for all t>0 and . # L2(_), 0.1), because (EX_ , D(E
X
_ )) is a Dirichlet
form, (exp(&tH X_ ))t>0 is a C0 -semigroup on all L
p(_), p # [1, ). Fix
+*, _ # M2(1X) as in (3.23). We point out that all functions in E(D1 , 1) are
+*, _-a.e. well-defined. Furthermore, since [. # D | &$.0 for some
$ # (0, 1)]/D1 , E(D1 , 1) generates B(1X) and is dense in L2(+*, _).
For t>0 define P(t): E(D1 , 1 )  E(D1 , 1 ) by
P(t) exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) :=exp(( log(1+e&tH_
X
.), } ) ) (4.14)
and by extending P(t) to E(D1 , 1 ) by linearity.
Since exp(&tH X_ ) . # D(H
X
_ ) & L
1(_) for all . # D1 and since exp(&tH X_ )
is sub-Markovian, we have that exp(&tH X_ ) D1 /D1 for all t>0. Therefore,
indeed P(t) maps E(D1 , 1 ) into itself.
Proposition 4.1. Let +*, _ # M2(1X) be as in (3.23). Assume that H X_ is
conservative (cf., e.g. [T]) and the following condition holds:
(C) (H X_ , D) is essentially self-adjoint on L
2(_).
Then:
(i) T 1+*, _(t)=P(t) on E(D1 , 1) for all t>0.
(ii) E(D1 , 1)/D(H 1+*, _) and
H 1+*, _ exp(( log(1+.), } ) )
=H
X
_ .
1+.
, }  exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) for all . # D1 .
Remark 4.4. (i) Condition (C) is always fulfilled if X is complete and
if |;_|T(X ) # L ploc(m), for some p>dim(X). This immediately follows from
the proof of Theorem 1 in [BKR] (see also [BKR, Remark 4(iii)]) and
Gaffney’s lemma (cf. e.g. [Ba]).
(ii) By a simple approximation argument Proposition 4.1(i) implies
that for t>0 and all . # L1(_), &1<.0,
T 1+*, _(t) exp(( log(1+.), } ) )=exp(( log(1+e
&tH_
X
.), } ) ).
Before proving Proposition 4.1 let us first do some heuristics and
consider the following equation for the unknown function .t :
T 1+*, _(t) e
( log(1+.), #)=e( log(1+.t), #).
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Differentiating both parts w.r.t. t0 we obtain
.tt (1+.t)&1, # e( log(1+.t), #)=&H 1+*, _ e( log(1+.t), #)
=H
X
_ .t
1+.t
, e( log(1+.t), #)
(cf. (4.9) and Remark 4.3). Then .t is a solution to the equation
{

t
.t =&H X_ .t
.0=: .,
i.e., .t=e&tH_
X
., t0.
The rigorous implementation of these heuristics to prove Proposition 4.1, is
technically quite complicated. It consists in part of showing that above t
can be taken in the sense of L2 w.r.t. +*, _ and that (4.9) holds with +*, _
replacing ?_ and for . # D1 . The details are given in the Appendix.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that H X_ is conservative and condition (C) holds.
Then E(D1 , 1 ) is an operator core for the Friedrich’s extension H 1+*, _
on L2(+*, _) for any +*, _ # M4(1X) as in (3.23). (In other words:
(H 1+*, _ , E(D1 , 1 )) is essentially self-adjoint on L
2(+*, _)).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 and a
standard theorem on operator semigroups (cf. e.g. [RS, Theorem X.49]). K
Remark 4.5. In the special case where +*, _=?_ we shall give an
alternative proof of this result in Theorem 5.3 below.
After we have calculated T 1+*, _(t), t>0, and also H
1
+*, _
explicitly on a
core (i.e., a set, dense in the domains w.r.t. the respective graph norms) we
can characterize for which +*, _ we have that (T 1+*, _(t))t>0 is ergodic.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that H X_ is conservative and \(=d_dm) is C
,
strictly positive and _(X )=. Let +*, _ # M2(1X) as in (3.23). Then the
following assertions are equivalent:
(i) +*, _=?s_ for some s0.
(ii) (E+*, _ , D(E+*, _)) is irreducible (i.e., for F # D(E+*, _), E+*, _(F, F )=0
implies that F=const).
(iii) (T 1+*, _(t))t>0 is irreducible (i.e., if G # L
2(+*, _) such that T 1+*, _(t)(GF )
=GT 1+*, _(t) F for all F # L
(+*, _), t>0, then G=const).
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(iv) If F # L2(+*, _) such that T 1+*, _(t) F=F for all t>0, then F=const.
(v) (T 1+*, _(t))t>0 is ergodic (i.e.,
| \T 1+*, _(t) F&| F d+*, _+
2
d+*, _  0 as t  
for all F # L2(+*, _)).
(vi) If F # D(H 1+*, _) with H
1
+*, _
F=0, then F=const.
Remark 4.6. For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we only use that Theorem 3.2
and Corollary 3.1 resp. Theorem 4.2 hold, rather than the additional assump-
tion on \. According to Remarks 3.5, 4.4(i) it is, therefore, e.g. enough to
assume that X is complete and ;_v # L
p(X, m), p>dim(X ), for all v # V0(X ).
Furthermore, Theorem 4.3 generalizes to the Gibbs measures mentioned in
Remark 3.5 (cf. [AKR 5] for details).
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The equivalence of (ii)(vi) follows by standard
theory (the proof can e.g. be carried out entirely analogously to that of
[AKR 3, Proposition 2.3]). So, we only have to prove (i)  (ii).
(i) O (ii): Assume (i). If s=0, then E1?0_ #0 and H
1
?0_
#0, hence
(ii) trivially holds. So, let s>0 and set E :=E1?s_ . Let G # D(E) such that
E(G, G)=0. Let n # N. Then Gn :=G 6 (&n)n # D(E) and E(Gn , Gn)=0
(cf. e.g. [MR, Theorem 4.17]) and Gn  G as n   in L2(?s_). Hence
replacing G by Gn+n we may assume that G0 and, of course, that
 Gd?s_=1. Define + :=G?s_ . Then, since {1G=0 and since ?s_ # (IbP)_,
it follows that for all F # FC b (D, 1X) and all v # V0(X )
| {1v F d+=&| FB?_v d+,
i.e., + # (IbP)_. By Corollary 3.1(i), (iii), this implies G#1.
(ii) O (i): Assume (ii) and let E :=E1+*, _ . By Corollary 3.1(i) we have
to prove that +*, _ is extreme in (IbP)_. To prove this we shall apply
Corollary 3.1(iii). So, let + :=G+*, _ for some G # L1(+*, _), G0,  G d+*, _=1,
and assume that + # (IbP)_. We have to show that G is constant. By
Corollary 3.1(ii) we may replace G by ( (G 7 n) d+*, _)&1 (G 7 n), n # N,
hence may assume that G # L(+*, _). Since + # (IbP)_ we have for all
F # FC b (D, 1X), v # V0(X ),
&| FB?_v G d+*, _=| {1v FG d+*, _ .
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Since by Remark 4.4(i) condition (C) holds in our situation, we can apply
(the proof of) Theorem 4.2 and [Eb 95, Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.4(ii)]
to conclude that G # D(E) and that E(G, G)=0. Consequently, by assump-
tion G is constant. K
5. INTRINSIC DIRICHLET OPERATOR AND
SECOND QUANTIZATION
In this section we want to describe the Fock space realization of Poisson
spaces over our manifold X and show that H 1?_ is the second quantization
of the operator H X_ .
5.1. Poissonian Gradient and Chaos Decomposition
Let us define another ‘‘gradient’’ on functions F: 1X  R. This gradient
{P has specific useful properties on Poissonian spaces. Having this in mind
we will call {P the Poissonian gradient.
Definition 5.1. For any F # FC P (D, 1X) we define the Poissonian
gradient {P as
({PF )(#, x)=F(#+=x)&F(#), # # 1X , x # X. (5.1)
Let us mention that the operation
1X % # [ #+=x # 1X
is a ?_-a.e. well-defined map because of the property:
?_([# # 1X | x # #])=0
for any x # X. We consider {P as a mapping
{P: FC P % F [ {PF # L2(_)L2(?_)
that corresponds to using the Hilbert space L2(_) as a tangent space at
any point # # 1X . Note that the Poissonian gradient appears from different
points of view in many papers on Poissonian analysis, see e.g. [IK, NV,
KSS] and references therein.
The most important feature of the Poissonian gradient is that it produces
(via a corresponding ‘‘integration by parts’’ formula) the orthogonal
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system of Charlier polynomials on (1X , B(1X), ?_). Below we describe this
construction in detail using the general scheme of [KSS].
For any . # D we introduce the directional derivative
({P.F )(#)=({
PF(#), .) L 2(_)=|
X
[F(#+=x)&F(#)] .(x) _(dx). (5.2)
Then for all F # FC p (D, 1X) the following integration by parts formula
holds:
|
1X
({P.F )(#) ?_(d#)=|
1X
F(#)(., #) ?_(d#)&(F) ?_ (.) _ , (5.3)
(where ( } )+ denotes the mean with respect to a measure +), i.e.,
({PV. 1)(#)=(., #) &(.) _ . (5.4)
We set
({PV. 1)(#)=: Q
?_
1 (., #), # # 1X ,
and inductively for all n # N introduce functions in L2(?_) by
Q?_n (.
}n, #) :=(({PV. )
n 1)(#), # # 1X . (5.5)
Due to the kernel theorem [BK, Ch. 1] the functions Q?_n (.
}n, #) have the
following representation:
Q?_n (.
}n, #)=(.}n, Q?_n (#)), (5.6)
where Q?_n (#), n # N, are generalized symmetric kernels
1X % # [ Q?_n (#) # (D$)}
 n.
Here (D$)} n denotes the n th symmetric tensor power of the dual to the
nuclear space D, see e.g. [BK, Ch. 2]. Using these mappings for smooth
symmetric kernels .(n) # D} n we define
Q?_n (.
(n), #) :=(.(n), Q?_n (#)) , # # 1X . (5.7)
We also set Q?_0 :#1.
The main properties of these functions are described by the following
proposition, see e.g. [IK].
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Proposition 5.1. For any n, m # Z+ , and all smooth kernels .(n) # D}
 n,
(m) # D} m
|
1X
Q?_n (.
(n), #) Q?_m (
(m), #) ?_(d#)=$nm(. (n), (n))L 2(_ } n) . (5.8)
This proposition gives a possibility to extend the Q-functions (as measurable
ones) to kernels from the so-called n-particle Fock spaces over L2(_). We
set
Expn L2(_) :=(L2(_))}
 n=L 2(Xn, _}n), n # N,
and Exp0 L2(_) :=R. The Fock space Exp L2(_) is then defined as the
Hilbert direct sum
Exp L2(_)= 

n=0
Expn L2(_).
For any F # L2(?_) there exists a sequence ( f (n))n=0 # Exp L
2(_) such that
F(#)= :

n=0
Q?_n ( f
(n), #) (5.9)
and, moreover,
&F&2L 2(?_)= :

n=0
n ! | f (n)| 2L2(_ } n) , (5.10)
where the r.h.s. coincides with the square of the norm in Exp L2(_). And
vice versa, any series (5.9) with coefficients ( f (n))n=0 # Exp L
2(_) gives a
function from L2(?_). As a result, we have the well-known chaos decom-
position (5.9) which produces an isomorphism between L2(?_) and Exp L2(_).
In probability theory the functions Q?_n ( f
(n), #) are called the n-tuple stochastic
integrals of f (n) with respect to the Poisson process (generated by the Poisson
measure ?_), see e.g. [NV].
5.2. Poisson Exponentials
Let us describe an alternative approach to the chaos decomposition on
the Poisson space which uses the concept of generalized Appel polynomials
and was proposed in [KSS].
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As before, we will have in mind the embeddings 1X /Mp(X)/M(X)/D$.
For any . # D, .> &1, we define the Poissonian exponential
e?_(., #)=exp(( log(1+.), #) &(.) _), # # 1X . (5.11)
This function has a natural extension to e?_(., !), ! # D$. As we have
mentioned in Section 1 the Poisson measure ?_ can be considered also as
a probability measure on D$ (equipped with the _-algebra C_(D$) generated
by cylinder subsets of this linear space). Then we have a linear realization
of the Poisson space:
(1X , B(1X), ?_)t(D$, C_(D$), ?_).
The function e?_(., !) (for given ! # D$) is a real holomorphic function of
. on a neighbourhood of O # D. Its Taylor decomposition has the form
(cf. [KSS])
e?_(., !)= :

n=0
1
n !
Q?_n (.
}n, !)= :

n=0
1
n !
(.}n, Q?_n (!)). (5.12)
Here
Q?_n : D$  (D$)
} n, n # N,
are natural extensions of the Q-functions defined above. From (5.12) it
follows immediately that for any .(n) # D} n the function
D$ % ! [ (.(n), Q?_n (!))=: Q?_n (.(n), !)
is a polynomial of order n on D$.
The system of functions
Q?_ :=[Q?_n (.
(n), !) | .(n) # D} n, ! # D$, n # Z+]
is called the system of Charlier polynomials for the Poisson measure ?_ .
The Poisson exponential e?_(., !), ! # D$, . # D, plays the role of a generating
function for the system of Charlier polynomials. Note that using (2.8) we
obtain the following property of the Poisson exponentials:
| e?_(.1 , #) e?_(.2 , #) ?_(d#)=exp [(.1 , .2)L 2(_)]. (5.13)
Having this relation and decomposition (5.12) we obtain once more the
orthogonality property (5.8).
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For any . # L2(_) we introduce the vector
Exp . :=\ 1n ! .}n+

n=0
# Exp L2(_)
which is called the coherent state corresponding to the one-particle state ..
For any set L/L2(_) which is total in L2(_) the set of coherent states
[Exp . | . # L]/Exp L2(_) is also total in Exp L2(_), see e.g. [BK].
Note that e?_(., } ) is nothing but the coherent state in the Fock space
picture, more precisely, for any . # D, .>&1, we have (see (5.9))
L2(?_) % e?_(., } )= :

n=0
1
n !
Q?_n (.
}n, } ) [ Exp . # Exp L2(_).
The mapping
e(., #) [ e?_(., #)=exp(( log(1+.), #)&(.) _) :=: e
(., #): ?_
is called Wick regularization with respect to the measure ?_ . This mapping
can be extended by linearity to the dense domain
l.h.[e(., } ) | . # D, .> &1].
The following proposition shows that the operators {P and {
P V
 play the
role of annihilation and creation operators resp. in the Poisson realization
of the Fock space Exp L2(_).
Proposition 5.2. For all , . # D, n # N+ , the following formulas hold:
{PQ
?_
n (.
}n, #)=n(., )L2(_) Q?_n&1(.
} (n&1), #), (5.14)
{P V Q
?_
n (.
}n, #)=Q?_n+1(.
}n^, #), # # 1X , (5.15)
where .}n}^ means the symmetric tensor product, i.e., the projection of
.}n # L2(_  (n+1)) onto Expn L2(_).
Proof. By the definition of the Poisson derivative
{Pe?_(., #)=(., )L 2(_)e?_(., #)
and then (5.14) is a direct consequence of this formula and decomposition
(5.12). Having (5.14) we deduce (5.15) via the orthogonality relation (5.8).
Note that (5.15) is also a consequence of the definition of the Q-functions:
Q?_m (.1^ } } } ^.m , #)=({
P*
.1
} } } {P*.m 1)(#) (5.16)
(see Subsection 5.1). K
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5.3. Second Quantization on Poisson Spaces
Let B be a contraction on L2(_), i.e., B # L(L2(_), L2(_)), &B&1. Then
we can define the operator Exp B as the contraction on Exp L2(_) given by
Exp B A Expn L2(_) :=B } } } B (n times), n # N,
exp B A Exp0 L2(_)=1.
For any self-adjoint positive operator A in L2(_) we have a contraction
semi-group e&tA, t0, and it is possible to introduce a positive self-adjoint
operator d Exp A as the generator of the semigroup Exp(e&tA), t0:
Exp(e&tA)=exp(&t d Exp A). (5.17)
The operator d Exp A is called the second quantization of the one-particle
operator A, see e.g. [RS, BK]. We denote by H PA the image of the operator
d Exp A in the Poisson space L2(?_).
Theorem 5.1. Let D/Dom A. Then the symmetric bilinear form corre-
sponding to the operator H PA has the following representation
(H PA F, G)L 2(?_)=|
1X
({PF, A {PG)L 2(_) ?_(d#) (5.18)
for all F, G # FP(D, 1X).
Remark 5.1. The bilinear form (5.18) uses the Poissonian gradient {P
and a coefficient operator A>0. We will call
EP?_, A(F, G)=|1X ({
PF, A {PG)L 2(_) ?_(d#)
the Poissonian pre-Dirichlet form with coefficient A.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Note that for any F # FP(D, 1X) we have
F(#)= gF ((.1 , #) , ..., (.N , #) ), gF # P(RN), .1 , ..., .N # D, # # 1X ,
and this function is a linear combination of monomials (.1 , #):1 } } } (.N , #):N.
Then for any # # 1X the gradient {PF(#, x)=F(#+=x)&F(#) is a function
in D which follows from the explicit form of {P on monomials. Hence
({PF, A {PG)L 2(_) # FP(D, 1X)
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and the form (5.18) is well-defined. We first prove (5.18) for polynomials
F(#) := Q?_n (.
}n, #), G(#) :=Qm(}m, #),
.,  # D, # # D, # # 1X , m, n # Z+ (5.19)
which are images of vectors .}n # Expn L2(_) and }m # Expm L2(_)
correspondingly. If m{n both sides in (5.18) are equal to zero. For m=n
we have
(H PAF, G)L 2(?_)=((d Exp A) F, G)Exp L 2(_) =n(A., )L 2(_)(., )
n&1
L 2(_) n !.
On the other hand equality (5.14) gives
{PQ?_n (.
}n, #)=n.(x) Q?_n&1(.
} (n&1), #)
and the r.h.s. in (5.18) has the form
n2 |
1X
(., A)L 2(_) Q?_n&1(.
} (n&1), #) Q?_n&1(
} (n&1), #) ?_(d#)
=n(., A)L2(_) n !,
where we have used the orthogonality relation for Charlier polynomials.
Hence (5.18) holds for all F, G as in (5.19).
For any generalized Appell system (and, in particular, for Charlier
polynomials) the following lemma holds (see [KSS]):
Lemma 5.1. Any cylinder polynomial F # FP(D, 1X) can be represented
as a finite linear combination of polynomials of the form (5.19).
As a result (5.18) is fulfilled on FP(D, 1X). K
Let us introduce also a Gaussian measure +_ on D$ which is canonically
associated with L2(_) in the following sense
|
D$
e(., !)+_(d!)=exp[ 12 (., .)L 2(_)], . # D.
Then Exp L2(_) can be realized via an isometric isomorphism as the
Gaussian space L2(+_). Such an isomorphism is called the Ito^Segal iso-
morphism, see e.g. [BK]. The image of the operator d Exp A under this
isomorphism is denoted by HGA . The symmetric bilinear form corresponding
to the operator H GA has the representation (cf. [BK])
(H GA F, G)L 2(+, _) =|
D$
({LF(!), A {LG(!))L2(_) +_(d!)=EG+_, A(F, G),
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F, G # FP(D, D$). Here (as before) {L means the ‘‘flat’’ gradient on
functions F: D$  R, as introduced in Subsection 3.1. As a result we have
an isomorphism between Poissonian and Gaussian spaces (via the Fock
space and corresponding chaos decomposition). In this picture the ‘‘flat’’
gradient {L (related to the linear geometry of D$) is transformed into the
Poissonian gradient {P on 1X .
5.4. The Intrinsic Dirichlet Operator as a Second Quantization
Let us consider the special case of the second quantization operator d Exp A
where the one-particle operator A coincides with the Dirichlet operator H X_
generated by the measure _ on X.
Theorem 5.2. We have the equality
H PH_X=H
1
?_
(5.20)
on the dense domain FCb (D, 1X). In particular, for all F, G # FC

b (D, 1X)
|
1X
({1F(#), {1G(#)) T#(1X ) ?_(d#)
=|
1X
({PF(#), H X_ {
PG(#))L 2(_) ?_(d#), (5.21)
or
{1 V {1={P V H X_ {
P (5.22)
as an equality on FC b (D, 1X).
Proof. Let us take any F # FC b (D, 1X) of the form (4.2). Then using
H X_ =&div
X
_ {
X we obtain
EP?_, H_
X (F, F )=|
1X \|X ({
X[F(#+=x)], {X[F(#+=x)]) Tx(X ) _(dx)+ ?_(d#)
=&|
1X
|
X
F(#+=x) divX_ [{
X[F(#+=x)]] _(dx) ?_(d#) (5.23)
An application of (3.7) and (3.12) gives
divX_ [{
X[F(#+=x)]]= :
N
i, j=1
2gF
si sj
(#+=x)({X.i (x), {X.j (x)) Tx(X )
& :
N
j=1
gF
sj
(#+=x)(H X_ .j)(x). (5.24)
To finish the computation we need the following useful lemma (see e.g. [Ka]):
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Lemma 5.2.
|
1X \|X G(#+=x) (x) _(dx)+ ?_(d#)=|1X G(#)(, #) ?_(d#) (5.25)
for G: 1X  R, : X  R provided the integrals in (5.25) make sense. In
particular, (5.25) holds for G # FC b (D, 1X) and  # L
2(_).
Using (5.24) in the r.h.s. of (5.23) and applying Lemma 5.1 we transform
(5.23) into
&|
1X
F(#) \ :
N
i, j=1
2gF
si sj
(#)(({X.i , {
X
.j
) T(X ) , #)
& :
N
j=1
gF
sj
(#)(H X_ .j , #)+ ?_(d#)=|1X F(#)(H
1
?_
F )(#) ?_(d#),
where we have used (4.7). K
Remark 5.2. Equality (5.20) can be proven in the same way on the
set FC p (D, 1X).
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that the HX_ is essentially self-adjoint on the domain
D/Dom(H X_ ), i.e., the closure of H
X
_ in L
2(_) from the domain D is a self-
adjoint operator. Then the intrinsic Dirichlet operator H 1?_ is an essentially
self-adjoint operator in L2(?_) on the domain FC b (D, 1X).
Proof. Any second quantization operator H PA is essentially self-adjoint
on FC b (D, 1X) if the coefficient operator A has D as an essential domain.
This immediately follows from the essential self-adjointness of any
restriction (see e.g. [BK])
d Exp A A a .D} n/Expn L2(_), n # Z+,
where a .D} n, the n th symmetric algebraic tensor power of D, is equal to
l.h.[.1^ } } } ^.n | .j # D],
and the fact that the image of n=0 a .D
} n in L2(?_) coincides with
FC b (D, 1X) [KSS].
Equality (5.20) then means that H1?_ is essentially self-adjoint on FP(D, 1X).
Having FP(D, 1X) as an essential domain for H 1?_ we obtain the essential
self-adjointness on FC b (D, 1X) using standard approximation of any
F # FP(D, 1X) by a sequence (Fj)j=1 /FC

b (D, 1X) such that Fj  F,
H 1?, _ Fj  H
1
?_
F, j   in L2(?_). K
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Remark 5.3. Note that in the case of a general second quantization
operator H PA instead of D we can use any linear subset L/L
2(_) which
is an essential domain for A. This implies the essential self-adjointness of
H PA on the set FP(L, 1X) which is defined as before with L replacing D.
In particular, the intrinsic Dirichlet operator H 1?_ is essentially self-adjoint
on FP(L, 1X) where L/L2(_) is any essential domain for the under-
lying Dirichlet operator H X_ .
6. DISTORTED BROWNIAN MOTION ON
THE CONFIGURATION SPACE
In this section we shall prove the existence of diffusion processes corre-
sponding to our Dirichlet forms (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)) and identify them as the
well-known independent infinite particle processes on X. After all our
preparations the proofs are quite standard using the results in [MR]. So,
we are quite brief here. In this section we fix +*, _ # M2(1X) as in (3.23) and
assume X to be complete.
6.1. Existence and Continuity of Sample Paths
The desired processes in general will live on the bigger state space 1 X
consisting of all Z+ -valued Radon measures on X (which is Polish, see
e.g. [Ka]). To state the corresponding existence result precisely we need
Definition 6.1 below. Set (E, D(E)) :=(E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)). Since 1X /1 X and
B(1 X) & 1X=B(1X), we can consider +*, _ as a measure on (1 X , B(1 X))
and correspondingly (E, D(E)) as a Dirichlet form on L2(1 X ; +*, _).
Definition 6.1 (cf. [MR, Ch. III, Definitions 2.1 and 3.2]).
(i) A sequence (Fn)n # N of closed subsets of 1 X is called an E-nest,
if
.
n # N
[F # D(E) | F=0 +*, _-a.e. on 1 X "Fn]
is dense in D(E) w.r.t. E121 ( :=[E+( , )L2(+*, _)]
12).
(ii) A set N/1 X is called E-exceptional, if N/1 X"n # N Fn for
some E-nest (Fn)n # N . We say that a property of points in 1 X holds
E-quasi-everywhere (abbreviated E-q.e.) if it holds outside some E-exceptional
set.
(iii) A function f : 1 X  R is called E-quasi-continuous if there exists
an E-nest (Fn)n # N such that the restriction f |Fn of f to Fn is continuous for
all n # N.
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We recall that the notion ‘‘E-q.e.’’ is much finer than ‘‘+*, _-a.e.’’ (cf.
[MR, Exercise 2.6(ii)]).
Theorem 6.1. There exists a conservative diffusion process
M=(0, F, (F)t0 , (8t)t0 , (Xt)t0 , (P#)# # 1 X)
on 1 X (cf. [Dy]) which is properly associated with (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)), i.e., for
all (+*, _-versions of ) F # L2(1 X , +*, _) and all t>0 the function
# [ pt F(#) :=|
0
F(Xt) dP# , # # 1 X , (6.1)
is an E1+*, _ -quasi-continuous version of exp(&tH
1
+*, _
)F. M is up to +*, _-equiv-
alence unique (cf. [MR, Ch. IV, Sect. 6]). In particular, M is +*, _ symmetric
(i.e.,  Gpt F d+*, _= Fpt G d+*, _ for all F, G: 1 X  R+ , B(1 X)-measurable)
and has +*, _ as an invariant measure.
Proof. The proof follows directly from [MR, Ch. V, Theorem 1.11]
since by [AKMR] (see also [Yo, Definition 3, Remark 2, and Theorem 1]
for the case X=Rd, _=m) (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)) is a quasi-regular and local
Dirichlet form. K
In the above theorem M is canonical, i.e., 0=C([0, )  1 X), Xt(|) :=
|(t), t0, | # 0, Ft)t0 together with F is the corresponding minimum
completed admissible family (cf. [F80, Sect. 4.1]) and 8t , t0, are the
corresponding natural time shifts.
6.2. Identification with the Independent Infinite Particle Process
Let (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)), M=(0, F, (Ft)t0 , (3t)t0, (Xt)t0 , (P#)# # 1 X) be
as in Theorem 6.1. As usual we define
P+*, _ :=| P#+*, _(d#). (6.2)
Let M=(0, F, (Ft)t0 , (Xt)t0, (Px)x # X) be the diffusion process on X
associated with the Dirichlet form (EX_ , D(E
X
_ )) (cf. e.g. [MR, Ch. IV,
Subsect. 4a) resp. Ch. II, Subsect. 2 a)]). Set
P_ :=|
X
Px_(dx). (6.3)
In order to identify M as the independent infinite particle process, we
have to show that P+*, _ has the same finite dimensional distributions as
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R+ ?sP_ *(ds), where ?sP_ is the Poisson measure on 0 with intensity sP_ ,
s0 (cf. e.g. [ST, Ml]). For this it suffices to prove the following
proposition whose proof is straight-forward by Proposition 4.1 (see also
[ST, Proposition 1.5]).
Proposition 6.1. Assume that the conditions in Proposition 4.1 hold.
Then for all .1 , ..., .N # D1 , 0t1< } } } <tN<
|
0
exp(( log(1+.1), Xt1) ) } } } exp(( log(1+.N), XtN) ) dP+*, _
=| exp \s |0 [(1+.1)(Xt1) } } } (1+.N(XtN))&1] dP_+ *(ds).
(6.4)
Proof. If N=1, then by Proposition 4.1
|
0
exp(( log(1+.1), Xt1) ) dP+*, _=|
1X
exp(( log(1+e&t1H_
X
.1), #) ) +*, _(d#)
=| exp _s |X e&t1H _
X
.1 d_& *(ds)
=| exp _s |0 .1(Xt1) dP_& *(ds).
Suppose (6.4) holds for N&1. Then by Proposition 4.1 and the Markov
property of P+*, _ the left hand side of (6.4) is equal to
|
0
exp(( log(1+.1), Xt1) ) } } } exp(( log(1+.N&1), XtN&1) )
_exp(( log(1+e&tN H _
X
.N), XtN&1) ) dP+*, _ .
This in turn by induction hypothesis is equal to
| exp \s |0 [(1+.1(Xt1)) } } } (1+.n&1(XtN&1))
_(1+e&tNH _
X
.N(XtN&1))&1] dP_+ *(ds)
which by the Markov property of P_ is just the right hand side of (6.4). K
Remark 6.1. The diffusion process M associated to (EX_ , D(E
X
_ )) is
usually called distorted Brownian motion on X. Therefore, we call the
diffusion associated to (E1, D(E1+*, _)) distorted Brownian motion on 1X
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because of the complete analogy. Likewise, since M is just ordinary
Brownian motion on X if _=m, it is justified to call M Brownian motion
on 1X in this case. Therefore, by Proposition 6.1 we have shown that the
usual independent particle process known for more than 40 years (cf.
[D, Do 1]) is nothing but (distorted) Brownian motion on 1X .
6.3. Time-Ergodicity
In this subsection we shall use Theorem 4.3. Hence we assume that H X_
is conservative and \(:=d_dm) is C and strictly positive resp. that the
weaker assumptions indicated in Remark 4.6 hold. Let (E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)),
M be as in Theorem 6.1. Recall that P+*, _ (cf. (6.2)) is called (time) ergodic
if any bounded F-measurable function G: 0  R, which is 8t -invariant for
all t0, is constant P+*, s -a.e.
Theorem 6.2. P+*, _ is (time) ergodic if and only if +*, _=?s_ for some
s0 (resp. one of the other equivalent assertions in Theorem 4.3 holds).
In this case, if ( pt)t>0 is as defined in (6.1), then limt   ptF= F d?s_
E1+*, _ -q.e. for all bounded B(1 X)-measurable functions F: 1 X  R.
Proof. This follows by Theorem 4.3 and the regularization method in
[MR, Ch. VI, Sect. 1] directly from the main results in [F 1, F 2]. K
Remark 6.2. It is immediate from Theorem 6.2 and Remark 4.4(i) that
at least if exp(&tH X_ ) . has a continuous _-version for all t>0, . # D
(which is e.g. the case if _=m), then (E1?si _ , D(E
1
?si _
)), i=1, 2, have disjoint
E-nests provided s1 {s2 . More precisely, in this case there exist E?si _ -nests
(F (i)n )n # N , i=1, 2 such that n # N F
(1)
n & n # N F
(2)
n =<.
7. APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 4.1
We first recall that for all . # L2(_) & L1(_) by (3.23) and (4.4) we have
| (., #) 2 +*, _(d#)=| s*(ds) | .2 d_+| s2*(ds) \| . d_+
2
. (7.1)
We also recall the following well-known result:
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Lemma 7.1. Let + be a _-finite measure on a measurable space (E, B)
and p # [1, ). Let f # C 1b(R) and let R+ % t [ t # L p(E; +) be a conti-
nuously differentiable map. Then so is R+ % t [ f b t # Lp(E; +) and d( f b t)dt
= f $(t)(dtdt).
Proof. Since Lp(E, +) % g [  hf (g) d+ is differentiable for all h # Lq(E, +),
q # (1, ], p&1+q&1=1, the assertion follows immediately by the
fundamental theorem of calculus. K
For . # D1 (cf. (4.13)) define
.t :=e&tH_
X
., t0.
Lemma 7.2. Let . # D1 . Then R+ % t [ ( log(1+.t), } ) # L2(+*, _) is
differentiable with derivative equal to
&( (1+.t)&1 H X_ .t , } ) , t # R+ .
Proof. Let t>0 and =>0. Then by (7.1) (since H X_ .t # L
1(_))
| \1= (( log(1+.t+=), #) &( log(1+.t), #) )
+( (1+.t)&1 H X_ .t , #)+
2
+*, _(d#)
=| s*(ds) | A(=, t)2 d_+| s2*(ds) \| A(=, t) d_+
2
,
where
A(=, t) :=
1
=
(log(1+.t+=)&log(1+.t))+(1+.t)&1 H X_ .t .
But since R+ % s [ H X_ .s=e&sH_
X
H X_ # L
1(_) is continuous it follows that
| A(=, t) d_=&
1
= |
t+=
t
|
H X_ .s
1+.s
d_ ds+|
H X_ .t
1+.t
d_  =  00.
Now the assertion follows by Lemma 7.1. K
Lemma 7.3. Let . # D1 . Then
exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) # D(H 1+_, *)
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and
H 1+_, *(exp(( log(1+.), } ) ))=H
X
_ .
1+.
, }  exp(( log(1+.), } ) ). (7.2)
Proof. Since (T 1+*, _(t))t>0 is symmetric and sub-Markov (because
(E1+*, _ , D(E
1
+*, _
)) is a Dirichlet form), it extends to a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup on L1(+*, _). Therefore, since exp(( log(1+.), } ) )
and the right hand side of (7.2) are in L2(+*, _), it suffices to prove that
exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) # D(H 1+*, _, 1), where H
1
+*, _, 1
is the L1(+*, _)-generator of
(T 1+*, _(t))t>0 , and that (7.2) holds with H
1
+*, _ , 1
replacing H 1+*, _ .
By condition (C) there exist n # D, n # N such that
n  ., H X_ n  H
X
_ . in L
2(_) as n  . (7.3)
Let $, $$ # (0, 1) such that &1< &$$<&$., and let / # C 0 (R) such
that &$$/ and /(s)=s for all s # [&$, 1]. Then for n # N we have that
.n :=/ b n # D, hence log(1+.n) # D. Clearly,
| ( (log(1+.n)&log(1+.))2, #) +*, _(d#)
=| (log(1+.n)&log(1+.))2 d_ | s*(ds) n   0.
Hence it easily follows that
exp(( log(1+.n), } ) )  exp(( log(1+.), } ) )
in L1(+*, _).
Furthermore, by (4.9) resp. Remark 4.3 (since H 1+*, _, 1 extends H
1
+*, _
)
H 1+*, _, 1(exp(( log(1+.n), } ) ))=H
X
_ .n
1+.n
, }  exp(( log(1+.n), } ) ).
(7.4)
We have that for all n # N
H X_ .n=/$(n) H
X
_ n+/"(n) |{
Xn | 2T(X ) . (7.5)
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Since /"(.)=0, (7.3) implies that
/"(n)
1+.n
|{Xn | 2T(X )  0 in L
1(_) as n  .
Hence
/"(n)1+.n |{Xn | 2T(X ) , }  0 in L2(+*, _) as n  . (7.6)
Furthermore, by (7.1)
| H
X
_ .
1+.
&
/$(n)
1+.n
H X_ n , #
2
+*, _(d#)
=| s*(ds) | \H
X
_ .
1+.
&
/$(n)
1+/(n)
H X_ n+
2
d_
+| s2*(ds) \| H
X
_ .
1+.
d_&|
/$(n)
1+/(n)
H X_ n d_+
2
which converges to zero as n  , since
|
/$(n)
1+/(n)
H X_ n d_=|
/"(n)(1+/(n))&/$(n)2
(1+/(n))2
|{Xn | 2T(X ) d_
n   &| |{X log(1+.)| 2T(X ) d_=|
H X_ .
1+.
d_
(because H X_ is conservative and /(.)=., /$(.)=1). Therefore, since +*, _
is a probability measure,
/$(n)1+.n H X_ n , } 
H X_ .
1+.
, }  in L1(+*, _) as n  . (7.7)
(7.4)(7.7) now imply the assertion. K
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Assertion (ii) is exactly Lemma 7.3. So, it
remains to prove (i). Let . # D1 . Then by Lemmas 7.1, 7.2
R+ % t [ P(t) exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) # L2(+*, _)
is differentiable with derivative equal to
&H
X
_ .t
1+.t
, }  exp(( log(1+.t), } ) ), t # R.
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By Lemma 7.3 this derivative is equal to
&H 1+*, _ exp(( log(1+.), } ) ) # L
2(+*, _).
Since P(0) is the identity, the assertion follows. K
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